
LIMITATIONS OF SMALL SCALE INDUSTRIES

Demerits or Disadvantages of Small Scale Industries. 1. Lack economies of scale : SSI's produce in small quantities.
Therefore they do not enjoy economies of.

Employment opportunities : Small scale production promotes employment opportunities and solves the
unemployment problem. There can be no fraud or idleness anywhere. Small scale production is more
labour-intensive i. Where there is shortage of capital, the small scale industries are of great advantage for the
development of industries. A small-scale producer cannot have the equipment to make an economical use of
the by-products. Psychological factors: Small scale production is surviving due to the psychological feelings
of the consumers. Difficulty in Getting Loans: It cannot enjoy the financial economies. Difficult to Face
Competition with Large Scale Producers: If some large scale producers enter the market, the small producers
find it difficult to compete with them. They manufacture supply several parts and components required by the
large scale industries. This makes the business smooth and prosperous. It is very difficult to manufacture pot
and crockery on large scale basis. Small businesses usually thrive on the support of their local communities
and differentiate themselves throughout product specialization in a bid to attract customers. Large scale
production is uneconomical and undesirable in this regard. Need of small Capital: The small scale production
can be started with small capital. They extend co-operation to the workers and promote team leadership
qualities. Other Advantages: In the small scale production, there are some important advantages over the large
scale production: i Whenever demand changes, the supply can be adjusted accordingly. As a result, strikes and
lockouts have no scope in small scale production. Reorganization of methods : It is very easy to introduce any
change in the establishment, management and organization of the small scale units. Image Courtesy :
in-solve-ncy. Lack of Division of Labour: In the small scale industries, the size of production is small, and
there is lack of division of labour and less profits to the entrepreneurs. Simple accounts and a few persons can
manage the job well.


